PR-D4W

AM / FM / Weather Alert
Portable Radio

Color
Black

Main Features

PR-D4W AM/FM Weather Alert Portable Radio with AM Auto
Tracking for improved sensitivity and Bandwidth Narrowing to
obtain superior AM reception and crystal clear sound. With less
noise and interference you'll experience great reception no matter
where you are. You'll also be kept informed through severe weather
conditions, emergencies or power outages with the Weather Alert
function.
Sangeans PR-D4W is equipped with AM Auto Tracking that will
automatically optimize the sensitivity of the station you're tuned to and
helps pull in distant stations.
With Sangeans adjustable RF Bandwidth Narrowing technology
usually found in more expensive and professional multiband receivers
you'll notice improved selectivity on all your AM and FM stations. By
adjusting the Bandwidth, your able to reduce neighboring station
interference, getting clearer reception while receiving signals in bad RF
environments. Wider bandwidth and frequency is obtained while
receiving a stronger and clearer station.

. FM / AM / NOAA Weather Band
. Receives all 7 NOAA Weather Channel
. Automatic Alert Warns you of Hazardous Condition
. Flashing Red LED Light with Emergency Siren
. 25 Memory Preset Stations (10 FM, 10 AM, 5 WX)
. Auto Scan Stations
. AM Auto Tracking for Better Reception
. Adjustable AM / FM IF Bandwidth
. Adjustable Tuning Step
. Adjustable Sleep Timer
. Time Clock Setting
. Snooze Function
. HWS (Humane Wake System) Buzzer And Radio
. Easy to Read LCD Display with Backlight
. 3 Inches Full Range Speaker
. Battery Power Status Indication
. RF Signal Level Indication
. I/O Jacks: DC in, Aux-in and Headphone
. Public Alert Certified Weather Radio

The PR-D4W is a very versatile and well-designed portable
AM/FM Radio coupled with being certified as a "Public Alert" emergency
device. It features a built-in dual alarm clock, 25 memory pre-sets, sleep
and snooze function and an easy to read large LCD display. All of these
capabilities make the PR-D4W a reliable companion for the bedroom,
kitchen, garage or anywhere you want to be connected to the outside
world.
Weather still plays a sometimes dangerous role in our lives
Internet and Television are usually a good source of information, but in
some weather emergencies a portable radio can be essential. The PRD4W will ensure that you have weather information anytime during a
storm or an emergency. A siren function will alert you during extreme
weather conditions or emergencies to help you be prepared and safe.
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